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Opinion Paper 

- Opposing Opinion against <Pre-announced Bill of Regulation on the Defense 

Security Support Command> - 

 

Co-opinion submitter 1.  

Organization: Center for Military Human Rights Korea (Representative: Lim, Taehoon) 

Address: #201, 20, Sinchon-ro 14-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul 

Contact: 02 – 7337 – 119  

 

Co-opinion submitter 2.  

Organization: Lawyers for Democratic Society (Representative: Kim, Hocheol) 

Address: 2F., 23, Beobwon-ro 4-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul 

Contact: 02 – 522 – 7284 

 

Reasons for Opposition 

 

1. Basic Orientation of Disbandment of the Defense Security Command  

The three illegal deeds of the Defense Security Command (hereinafter, ‘DSC’), which 

are drafting of Martial Law document, surveillance on Sewol Ferry families, online 

comments manipulation, may be capsulated into political intervention, civilian 

surveillance, and unnecessary policy support. Hence, its disbandment should be 

focused on building a structural environment where no one could commit those 

illegal activities. For this cause, it is essential to divide and distribute the massive 

missions of the DSC and provide a structure which allows civilian control. Also, it is a 

critical task to block such possibilities for illegal actions since the DSC has used 

incompleteness of the laws and ambiguity in phrases of the rules. 

 

2. Opinions for Revision on the <Pre-announcement of the Regulation on the 

Defense Security Support Command> 

The proposed <Regulation on the Defense Security Command> (‘RDSC’) considerably 

resembles the current <Regulation on the DSC>; thus, it does not suffice the basic 

orientation of the disbandment. Especially, the new Command and the DSC shares 

the same given missions, and clauses that have been toxic remain standstill; 
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therefore, it is concerned that the reformation may fail when the proposal passes.  

A. On Article 4 (Mission) 

According to the basic orientation of the disbandment of the DSC, those 

unnecessary missions among the current missions given to the DSC such as 

security, prevention of espionage, information collection, support services 

should be eliminated, and what remains shall be divided and redistributed. 

However, the pre-announced bill assigns all the current missions to the new 

Command. 

The new Command’s function shall be confined to article 4 subparagraph 2 and 

3. Its mission should be limited to the prevention of espionage, in principle, and 

its power to investigate should be withdrawn. The detailed arguments are as 

follows:  

i) Subpara. 1’s security services should be redistributed to a task force with 

complete responsibility. Accordingly, article 6 paragraph 2 subparagraph 

7’s Defense Security Research Institute should be eliminated from its sub-

organization.  

ii) The definitions of the terms, ‘Counter-subversion’ and ‘Counter-

terrorism’, need to be clarified in Item Na of Subpara. 3. It would lead to 

another civilian surveillance unless it clearly defines whether or not plans 

of subversion or terror activities by civilians are also under the mandates 

of the new Command. 

iii) Item Da of Subpara. 3 shall be deleted, for it empowers the new 

Command with authority of wide-range intelligence collection over the 

civic sector. It seems appropriate that the defense industries shall be 

checked by the Board of Audit and Inspection or civilian supervising 

organs in accordance with lawful procedures instead of by the military 

intelligence entity. 

iv) Item Ra of Subpara. 3 should be repealed since it practically recognizes 

the power to “Daily Trend Observation”. The DSC has been invading the 

privacy of the military personnel under the pretext of collection of illegal 

activities or corruption by a serviceman based on this function. Hence, 

limiting the range of collection of information within illegal and 

corruption is ineffective. Besides, it appears that the military inspection 

organs could surely successfully perform audit and inspection as well as 

personnel information collection. 

v) The phrase, “Collect, produce and process military-related information”, 

in Subpara. 3 sounds inappropriate as well. The DSC has conducted wide-

range of surveillance towards civilians concerned with the military under 

the name of ‘military-related’ issues. Although article 3 prohibits the 
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collection of information about civilians and unjust broad interpretation 

of authority and application thereof, there is a high possibility of 

controversy due to its vagueness. It is proper to remove the wording, 

‘military-related’, and assign it with the collection, production, and 

processing of tasks related to Item Ga and Na exclusively.  

vi) Subpara. 4’s investigation of power should be removed. It would not be 

late to discuss whether to empower the new Command with the anti-

communism investigation power after completing the readjustment of 

that of the National Intelligence Service. 

vii) Subpara. 5’s “works of support” is known as ‘policymaking function’, 

which has provided a door for the DSC to interfere with the political 

affairs; thus, it shall be deleted. 

B. On Article 5 (Complaint Procedure during Mission) 

Article 5 stipulates the right to raise a complaint and refuse to implement an 

instruction or a request when it is illegal. However, it is proper to stipulate that 

as an obligation not as a right since article 3 para. 2 imposes an obligation of 

prohibition, listing actions that should not be done. An illegal action is regardless 

of being voluntarily or involuntarily done is per se unlawful, and the damages 

caused by such action is inevitable and irreversible. Therefore, it should be 

amended to urge officials to refuse implementation of their duty upon being 

instructed or requested with illegal official performance when the conflicting 

situation is not resolved even after filing a complaint through the due procedure. 

C. On Article 7 (Appointment of Commander) 

Para. 2 of Article 7 states that head of the inspection department may be 

appointed to civilian workers in the military whose rank is above 2nd tier, 

prosecutor, and high-level government inspection official, but a civilian worker 

shall not be a candidate. The reason for appointing a prosecutor or a high-level 

inspection official is to keeps the DSC in check which consists of military 

personnel; nevertheless, the effect of such measure could be nullified when a 

civilian worker of higher than 2nd tier is to be appointed. Conventionally 

speaking, high-level civilian workers are usually discharged soldiers; hence, if a 

former DSC agent soldier were hired as a civilian worker and appointed for the 

Head of the inspection department according to the pre-announced bill, then 

the check and balance function would be lost. Therefore, the candidate shall be 

limited to a prosecutor or high-level government inspection official.  

D. Regarding the name of the Command 

The proposed name for the Command, “Defense Security Support’ is improper. 

The core problem of the DSC was that its name did not demonstrate its mission 

clearly. The new name also carries the same issue. A name of a government body 
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should be clear and intuitive. The reason why its name is vaguely decided is that 

the new Command’s missions are inconsistent and extremely wide, which is not 

that different from those of the DSC. The missions must be rearranged focusing 

on the prevention of espionage, and the name shall be altered accordingly. 

Especially, as the word, “support”, refers to the policymaking function, its 

inclusion in the name seems inadequate.  

 

3. Conclusion  

Considering the abovementioned points comprehensively, we view that it is 

appropriate to confine the operation of the new Command to the prevention of 

espionage, excluding security issues, policymaking, and investigation. In order not to 

follow the previous steps which allowed the DSC to continue committing misdeeds 

even after the disbandment of the Security Command (formerly, Army Security 

Headquarter), the clauses covering missions of the Command shall be largely revised. 

We express our regret that the Government said that it plans to present the 

proposed bill to the Cabinet Meeting with merely four days of short opinion hearing 

period yet with no public hearing in spite of the rising attention of the public on this 

reformation of the DSC. Article 43 of the <Administrative Procedures Act> regulates 

that “[t]he period for pre-announcement of legislation shall be determined at the 

time of the pre-announcement and shall not be less than 40 days in the absence of 

special circumstances.” It is a critical procedural defect not to collect diverse 

opinions through the pre-announcement period with sufficient time when 

importance and impact over people’s human rights of the reformation of the DSC 

are taken into consideration. The Government will confront with nationwide 

opposition when it passes the bill in the Cabinet Meeting without collecting public 

opinion. 

In addition, all of those who are involved with the three main illegal activities that 

the Mr. President mentioned during the disbandment of the DSC should be sent to 

their original affiliations instead of being classified into main participants and mere 

participants so that they shall face the consequences of their unlawful actions. End. 


